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Abstract: In electron–ion collisions, recombination processes play a very important role. Recently,
multielectron recombination processes have been highly investigated, as they carry information about
electron–electron interaction. Among them, the most basic process is dielectronic recombination (DR).
The research presented here was conducted using an EBIT at Jagiellonian University. Using X-ray
spectroscopy, we conducted research into K-LL, K-LM, K-LN, K-LO and K-MM resonances. The
aim of this study was to investigate the contribution of the intershell higher-order recombination
processes in collected spectra. A good resolution for the K-LL DR spectrum made it possible to
distinguish structures for He- up to C-like Ar ions.

Keywords: electron beam ion trap; EBIT; multielectron recombination processes; dielectronic
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1. Introduction

The electron–electron interaction is a crucial aspect of atomic reactions involving
electron–ion recombination. A good understanding of these processes in the laboratory
provides diagnostic tools to determine the physical conditions of plasmas present in astro-
physical objects [1]. The most basic recombination process, which involves the electron–
electron interaction, is dielectronic recombination (DR) [2,3]. In this resonant process, a free
electron is captured, while another bound electron is excited due to the direct interaction
between the two electrons. This first step of DR is called dielectronic capture (DC), and it
is essentially the time reverse of the Auger process. A standard Auger notation was used
to distinguish between different DC processes. The recombination is completed through
radiative stabilization in the second step, which gives the observed signature of the process.

The DR can be represented as (see Figure 1):

Aq+
i + e−(Ee)→ [A(q−1)+

d ]∗ → A(q−1)+
f + h̄ω, (1)

where q is the charge state of the ion A, and i, d, and f denote the initial, intermediate,
and final states, respectively. If electron energy (Ee) is being scanned in the proper range,
different resonances can be observed. In this group of resonances, each single resonance is
defined by the DC (i→ d) process (the resonant electron energy) and the photon energy of
the deexcitation d→ f . The resonance strength of a particular DR resonance (Si→d→ f ) is
calculated from the DR cross section (σDR(Ee)). This calculation is presented as:

Si→d→ f =
∫

σDR(Ee)dEe =
2π2h̄2

p2
e

2Jd + 1
2(2Ji + 1)

ΓaΓr

Γd
, (2)
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where Γa is the Auger width of the d → i transition, Γr is the radiative width of the
d→ f transition, and Γd = Γtotal

r + Γtotal
a is the total width of the intermediate state (here,

all possible Auger and radiative channels are included). Jd and Ji are the total angular
momentum numbers of the intermediate and initial states.

While investigating the DR process, one should be able to observe the influence of
higher order recombination processes. Moreover, it has been shown [4,5] that during the
DR process, intershell higher-order recombination processes can strongly contribute to
electron–ion recombination [6], as well as polarization [7]. Here, the intershell trielec-
tronic recombination (TR, Figure 1) and the intershell quadruelectronic recombination (QR,
Figure 1) processes play crucial roles. These processes differ by the first step of recom-
bination, but all are described by the time reversal of the Auger effect. Therefore, they
are included within the model described by Equation (2), which was implemented in the
calculations carried out with the use of the Flexible Atomic Code [8].

Figure 1. The two-step multielectron recombination processes for DR K-LL (top, black), TR KL-LLL
(middle, red), and QR KLL-LLLL (bottom, blue).

2. Experimental Methods and Theoretical Approach

The research presented here was conducted using a commercial Dresden EBIT-S [9,10]
at Jagiellonian University. The trap was equipped with an X-ray detector (XFlash 5030,
Bruker Co., Billerica, MA, USA), with a resolution of about 130 eV (FWHM at 5.9 keV),
which was placed perpendicular to the electron–beam axis at a distance of about 30 mm
from the trap center. The typical vacuum conditions in the trap were in the region of
10−10 mbar. The presented research focused on the X-ray spectroscopy of the DR, TR,
and QR in argon ions with a gas pressure at the level of about 2× 10−9 mbar. Here, data
collection was performed with the use of the TERX system (Time and Energy Resolved
X-ray Measurement). This system enables the registration of photon energy as a function of
electron energy. The TERX system sorts and stores the detector data in the measurement
matrix. This matrix is limited to the size of 1000 × 1000 channels. The minimal electron
energy step in this scanning procedure was 1 eV. The resonant structures of the DR, TR,
and QR in argon ions were investigated with TERX via scanning the electron energy in the
range of 2100–2600 eV for K-LL DR and in the range of 2070–3500 eV for the higher shells’
DR processes. The collected X-ray spectra are presented in Figures 4 and 5.

For the planning and explanation of the experimental results, the FAC calculations [8]
were performed based on Equation (2) (presented in Figures 2 and 3). For a deeper
understanding of the X-ray spectra (shown in Figure 4), different DR processes (K-LL,
K-LM, K-LO, and K-MM) were considered. As has been stressed, the radiative deexcitation
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always occurs as the second step of the DR. However, different deexcitation channels are
possible. This is clearly seen when the K-LM DR process is discussed. In the second step
of this particular DR process, Kα, Kβ, and Lα emissions are possible. In the presented
experiment, the X-ray detector was separated from the inside of the EBIT with two 12.5 µm
beryllium windows. Due to the absorption in beryllium, only the Ar K-lines were detected
with sufficient efficiency. Therefore, only these deexcitation channels (Kα, Kβ, and following)
were available as a signature of the observed DR, TR, and QR processes in argon. These
particular deexcitation channels are discussed below.

Summarizing the presented theoretical approach, it is worth emphasizing that the
initial state of Arq+ was considered as the ground state (e.g., 1s2 for the He-like ion).
In the EBIT plasma conditions, most ions are in this state. For intermediate states of
Ar(q−1)+, all different electron configurations were considered for the KLn (e.g., 1s2lnl’
for the initial He-like ions), with n < 5, and additionally for the KMM. The deexcitation
channels included possible Auger processes to different final states of Arq+ and all final
radiative deexcitations to the Ar(q−1)+ state. The FAC calculations included the broad set
of different electron configurations with the full configuration interaction, as well as the
mixing between the states.

a)

b)

a)

b)

Figure 2. The results of the FAC calculation of the resonance strength (S) for resonances leading to
K line emission for: (a) the DR processes in the He-like argon ions and (b) the DR (black) and TR
(red) processes in the Li-like argon ions. The main graphs show the S for the Kα deexcitation channel,
whereas the insets present the S for the Kβ and Kγ deexcitation channels (same scale but with offset).
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Figure 3. The results of the FAC calculation of the resonance strength of the DR K-LL (black), TR
KL-LLL (red), and QR KLL-LLLL (blue) for ions Ar16+-Ar12+. The results are added within the Ee =1
eV window.

K-LL

K-LM
K-LN

K-LO

K-MM

Figure 4. The X-ray spectrum for the K-LL and K-LM radiation and higher-shell recombination pro-
cesses, collected for electron energies in the range 2073–3503 eV. The measurement time was approx.
90 h. The right panel presents the counts collected for the selected photon energy Eph= 3.223 keV (Kα).

3. Results and Discussion

In Figure 2, we presented the results of the resonance strength calculations obtained
for the He-like and Li-like argon ions. Here, one can see that for the electron energy range
(2100–3400 eV), the signatures of many DR processes were present. These results point to
the Kα emission as the main deexcitation channel (see the graphs in Figure 2). The insets of
Figure 2 showed the S for the resonances, which deexcited via the Kβ and Kγ emission. For
the K-LL group, this radiation could not be produced. The scale of the results presented in
these insets was the same as the scale in the main graph, which allowed the comparison
of their strengths. In Figure 2, the TR processes were shown in red. For the He-like ions,
the higher-order recombination processes were not possible, and for the Li-like ions the TR
process was expected to give only a slight contribution to the spectra. The rugs at the top
of the graphs in Figure 2 present the resonant electron energies of the different resonance
groups and can be addressed as the resonance density. The analysis of results, presented
there, showed a strong dependence of the positions of the K-LL resonance group on the ion
charge state. Whereas, for the higher-shell resonances (K-LM, K-LN, K-LO, and K-MM) the
groups’ positions were almost charge state independent.
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To obtain a deeper understanding of the K-LL DR, additional calculations were per-
formed for different ion charge states, which included particular resonance groups (K-LL
DR, KL-LLL TR, and KLLL-LLLL QR in Figure 3). Here, only the Kα was a possible
deexcitation channel.

During data collection, the electron energy in EBIT was scanned in steps of 1 eV.
Therefore, the resonance strength for all resonances was first sorted to the groups (DR,
TR, and QR) and then added within the Ee window of the 1 eV widths (compare Figure 2
and the two upper panels of Figure 3). This procedure enabled the presentation of the
calculation results adequate to the experimental method chosen. As already mentioned,
the resonant structure of K-LL DR is charge state dependent; therefore, the different charge
states can be distinguished in the experimental data (presented in Figure 5). In Figure 3,
it was also shown that for Ar12+, the KL-LLL TR was calculated to be stronger than
the K-LL DR.

Figure 5. The projection of the spectrum of the K-LL radiation structure on the electron energy axis.
The measurement time was 241.5 h. The calculated resonance strength was plotted on the top of the
experimental result. Each group of resonances calculated for the selected charge state was scaled with
an appropriate factor to obtain an agreement, as shown in the plot. This allows for the identification
of the charge state of the active ion.

Figure 4 shows the spectrum collected with TERX for the electron energy scanned in
the range of 2073–3502 eV. Due to the limitation in the TERX matrix size (1000 channels),
the electron energy change step was 2 eV. In Figure 4, different deexcitation channels were
clearly seen. The most intense was the Kα radiation; however, the Kβ and Kγ radiation were
also visible. The right panel of Figure 4 showed the rich structure of the DR processes for
different electron energies. The processes were signed with the proper signatures based on
the results of the calculations presented in Figure 2.

An important observation seen in Figure 4 was the change in the Kα energy for different
ion charge states. It was clearly seen for the K-LL DR structure around the electron energy
of 2200–2400 eV. This provided confirmation that the EBIT plasma consisted of the different
charge states of the ions.

To have a better understanding of each K-LL DR structure (seen in Figure 4), an
additional measurement was performed. The scanning of electron energy in the range
of 2100–2600 eV enabled use of a minimal scanning step (1 eV). The projection of the
collected Kα intensity on the electron energy axis was presented in Figure 5. Here, the
calculated resonance strength for the DR, TR, and QR (Figure 3) was also plotted on top of
the experimental data. The resonance strength axis of each group of resonances calculated
for the selected charge state was scaled with an appropriate factor so that the maximal
resonance strength lay atop the experimental data resonant structure. Based on the scaling
factors of the different charge state resonance groups, it was possible to draw conclusions
about the charge state distribution. These are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The estimated charge state composition of the Ar EBIT plasma.

Ar16+ Ar15+ Ar14+ Ar13+ Ar12+

3.2± 0.5% 56.4± 3.6% 22.6± 1.6% 9.0± 0.7% 8.8± 0.5%

Moreover, this way of presenting data enabled the identification of the charge state
of the active ion. These data together with other measured ions will be used in a future
publication to verify the DR Z-scaling laws ([11] and references therein). Moreover, in
Figure 5, different processes were shown with different symbols: DR (square), TR (circle),
and QR (triangle). An additional advantage of this data presentation is the possibility to
easily compare the contribution of the DR, TR, and QR processes in the observed resonant
structure. Therefore, based on Figure 5, we conclude that for Ar16+, Ar15+, Ar14+, Ar13+,
the K-LL DR process strongly prevailed over the higher-order recombination processes.
However, for Ar12+, the higher-order recombination processes, especially the TR, prevailed
over the DR. For Ar12+, the double-structure radiation for Ee around 2400 eV showed
that the KL-LLL TR process was more intense than the K-LL DR. This observation was
in agreement with the previous experimental results [3,6]. Moreover, for Ar12+, it was
possible determine the TR/DR ratio. The results of the calculations presented in Figure 3
gave this ratio at the level of 1.49, whereas the experimental data delivered the value of
1.46 ± 0.06. This is compared with the experimental value of 1.43 ± 0.19 presented in [6].
We obtained a better resolution than previously reported [6]. However, we were not able to
resolve the TR and DR contribution for other ion charge states (Figure 5).

4. Conclusions

The experimental data presented within this article showed the resonant structures of
multielectron recombination processes in argon ions. While scanning the electron energy in
EBIT, different DR processes were observed. Here, for the K-LM, K-LN, K-LO, and K-MM,
the X-ray spectroscopy revealed resonant structures in different deexcitation channels (Kα,
Kβ, and Kγ radiation). For these processes, the resonant electron energies were almost
charge state independent. Therefore, the structures of those resonances (presented Figure 4)
could not be used to distinguish the active ion charge state. However, the resonant electron
energy of the K-LL DR process differed much more strongly between the argon ion charge
states. The resonant structures of the K-LL DR (Figure 5) allowed us to identify the active
ion charge state. Moreover, the comparison of the experimental data and the results of
the resonance strength calculations led to the conclusion that for Ar12+, the KL-LLL TR
prevailed over the K-LL DR process. In Table 1, the estimated charge state distribution was
presented. One should keep in mind that this distribution was an average for the whole
electron energy range.
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